Standard Operating Procedures for Setting up a Reflux Condenser

Water leaks from a reflux condenser can destroy years of research data and cause thousands of dollars of damage to instruments and equipment in the labs below you. To help prevent this common accident, wire or clamp all hose connections, secure the condenser outlet to the drain, and make sure that debris does not clog the drain.

1. The pictures below show how to secure 1/4- or 5/16-inch tubing to the inlet and outlet of the condenser: (a) Fit the tubes into the condenser. It helps to dip the tube into a little vial of acetone to make it slide smoothly on the joints. (b) Secure the tube with copper wire (e.g., 16 ga.) by wrapping twice around the joints and tightening with pliers. (c) Trim an excess wire with a pliers.

* The copper wiring around the joints (encircled in pictures) are important to prevent the tubes from bursting off from the condenser in case of sudden increase in main water pressure.
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2. The picture (d) shows the secure connection between the condenser inlet tube and the water faucet with a copper wiring.

3. The picture (e) shows the placement of condenser outlet tube in the sink area. The parafilm is used in this instance to secure the loose tube around the cup sink. The outlet tube at the end is further secured with a copper wire and parafilm to firmly direct the tube into the cup sink in case of sudden increase in main water pressure.

* Securing the outlet tube inside the cup sink is important to prevent the tube from popping out in case of sudden increase in water pressure (e).

4. Caution: before you operate the reflux condenser, make sure to check the cup sink to see if there are any items that may block the water flow. The picture, as an example, shows possible items that may clog the cup sink (f). The picture (g) shows stable water flow at maximum rate with a cup sink filter.

* Any debris inside the cup sink may block the flow of water, resulting in a flood and damage to property and pricy instruments in the lab below.

5. When you are done, make sure that any tubing from sinks ALWAYS is directed down the drain, EVEN WHEN THE FAUCET IS OFF. If the faucet drips when it off, it will flood when you are done; we have now flooded the lab below us this way several times.
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